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The Shearwater ‘Road to Port Fairy’ competition at the Warracknabeal 
Golf Club is living the story of ‘The Turtle and the Hare’ in the men’s 
section while the women are making inroads on a large lead to make it 
a closer competition.  
Dennis Murphy, nicknamed the ‘Turtle’, has reversed roles in the 
popular children’s story as he has cleaned up in the month of August 
and shot out to a commanding lead. The rest of the men will need to 
adopt the motto, ‘Slow and steady wins the race’ to catch him by the end of March and take on the 
Hare’s speed to do so. The women’s leader, Vicki Hinkley, is watching the field as they edge closer each 
month with Karen Germano leading the attack. Vicki’s lead was 12 but is now 9 so she will need to pay 
attention and play some steady golf to keep the pack at bay.  
Vicki Hinkley[63] scored only three points for the month to Karen Germano’s [54] eight points which 
has helped in narrowing the lead and may start to apply a little pressure on Vicki. Debby Barling [53]  
scored five points for the month with the rest of the pack keen to stay in touch. Mary Massey[50] and 
Carolyn Morcom[48] had a good month scoring seven points each.   
The Men’s section is blown apart as Dennis Murphy[55] who burst to the lead last month has 
continued his great form to score an impressive eleven points this month, leaving the rest of the field 
in his dust. Richard Bett[43] is in second position, twelve points behind. Peter Barling and David Baxter 
[39] lead the rest with David Kranz[38] Mick Cheney [34] coming next. Dennis, the ‘Turtle’, will be hard 
to catch from here but good form is difficult to maintain!!  
A change to the summer season may stir up some golfers as the ball begins to run a little further and 
scoring is a little easier with the warmer weather. The Naylor Agencies take on the Monthly Medal now 
which provides an opportunity to the chasing packs and some board events and social days also 
provide scoring opportunities. The Posties event and the Monthly Medallist of the Year are events to 
be played in October. 
Many thanks to all who attended and volunteered on the Kosy Memorial Social Day on Sunday as it was 
a fantastic fun day for all the family. A reminder the Beulah Golf Day has been cancelled thanks to their 
contribution the Kosy Special event. 
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MEN WOMEN 

NAME POINTS NAME POINTS 

As of 30.09.2019 As of 30.09.2019 

Dennis Murphy  55 Vicki Hinkley  63 

Richard Bett 43 Karen Germano  54 

David Baxter  39 Debby Barling 53 

Peter Barling  39 Mary Massey 50 

David Kranz 38 Carolyn Morcom  48 

Mick Cheney  34 Doris Beney  44 

Dean Gunn 34 Charmaine Wilson 39 

Nathan McLean 31 Isobel Davison 38 

Derek Picken  30 Kerry Oulton 36 

Scott Stewart 29 Leonie Atkin  35 

Peter Schilling  29 Wendy Hewitt 35 

Bruce Wilson 29   

 
 


